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Welcome to the third issue of IDEN: Design Research. Issue 3 continues a learning and developmental path to find its best fit for our contributing authors and readership. Each issue is reshaped to explore a chosen theme, new opportunities and possibilities. The theme for this issue is Design Research. It contains a new section of blind peer reviewed papers, examples of recently completed PhD research and recent student industrial design research. For each issue a graphic designer is commissioned to interpret the theme. Issue 3 was designed by Briedy Mahar, a trained industrial designer and highly experienced graphic designer. Briedy managed the process from initial concepts to print production, taking a product design approach in keeping with the philosophy that each print issue of IDEN is conceived as a product.

Much attention has been placed on how graphic design and production (paper stocks, inks and binding) interact to create an outcome much greater than the sum of individual parts.

Design research is carried out at various levels across a spectrum from commercial design practice to academic or philosophical enquiry. Practical solution oriented research is often part-and-parcel of daily commercial design practice, and then there is the academic research that can span from the applied to the abstract. This can involve intellectual academic endeavours that are more philosophical in nature or oriented towards investigating broader opportunities for design and its agency. But commercial and academic design practice remain united by a product development design process that is embedded, discussed or applied in various modes of design research enquiry.
In putting this issue together we note and share concerns about the quality of academic writing. Amongst many of us, design academics will quietly acknowledge that we don’t relish the task of writing, reviewing and revising work for conferences and journals. We would much prefer doing design rather than reflecting upon its processes, outcomes and meaning. The rigidity of academic writing can lead, unintentionally, to a writing style and structure that is not our natural voice. Despite these observations, IDEN aims to offer industrial design educators in our region a platform to share their research. But, equally we seek to offer research that is accessible, engaging and relevant to the wider research and industrial design community.

In this issue we present three research articles. The first paper investigates women’s experiences of studying industrial design at university. The second paper discusses work destinations of design graduands and how this can inform their design education. By ‘closing the loop’, design education can be tailored towards their eventual destinations. The editors’ choice paper explores how the academic designer can articulate design research through two reflective case studies. We also feature an overview of three recently successfully completed design PhDs. Each offers us a snapshot of their approach and process to their chosen areas of research. To bookend this issue we present a small selection of recent industrial design graduate work, including the overall winner of the 2015 Hills Young Australian Design Award.
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN EDUCATORS NETWORK [IDEN]

IDEN has over the last several years evolved as an informal grouping of Industrial Design program heads from across Australia and New Zealand. It first formed as the Industrial Design National Network in 2005 at a meeting in Canberra hosted by Stephen Trathen. The Network discussed a range of shared concerns and initiatives around benchmarking curriculums, graduate standards and employer expectations. Its new name, IDEN, was formulated as an inclusive acronym for our NZ colleagues from across the ditch, and to include in the future the greater Asia Pacific region.
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